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 Semi-major axis distribution of planets > 0.1 M_Jup

hot Jupiters
(~3 day orbits)

Hot Jupiters

●  How did Jupiters migrate from >1 AU to < 0.1AU?

●  ~ 1% of FGK stars have hot Jupiters
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A New Migration Mechanism: Secular Chaos
● Start with a few Jupiters beyond an AU, on 
widely-spaced, mildly eccentric & inclined orbits

● focus on secular (i.e. orbit-averaged) interactions.
  Okay if no close encounters or strong resonances. 

(Wu & Lithwick 2011)
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A New Migration Mechanism: Secular Chaos

● secular interactions can lead to chaos

● e.g., terrestrial planets’ orbits driven by secular chaos

(Laskar ’96)
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An Example N-body Simulation

● Initial conditions:

a(AU) ecc. inc.
(deg)

mass 
(Mjup)

1 0.12 10 0.5
4 0.12 5 10
10 0.12 5 5
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Secular Instability

Nothing happens for a long time...

eccentricity
in

cl
in

at
io

n

Inner planet
Curve of max

ecc. and inc.
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Secular Instability

● Inner planet can reach high eccentricities & 
inclinations, given enough time

Inner planet
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● tides raised by star can
 circularize planet
⇒ hot Jupiter 

Secular Instability

● pericenter approaches star

When inner planet 
acquires high e,

● Note also: remaining planets “cooled”

● Inner planet has smallest
“inertia” ⇒ most likely to be
excited
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Another system (with tides & GR)

constant a ⇒ secular 

1AU, e=0.06, inc=4 deg, 0.5 MJ

6AU,e=0.19, inc=20 deg, 1.0 MJ

16AU,e=0.33, inc=8 deg, 1.5 MJ
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Similar to Mercury’s orbital chaos

the Sun, 86 in collision with Venus and a single one reached the 5-Gyr
limit before collision.

According to the secular analysis2, we could expect a much smaller
number of collisional orbits in the full relativistic model. To estimate
the probabilities of large eccentricity deviations in the relativistic
model, we thus had to increase the scale of the numerical experiment.
Using the JADE supercomputer at the French National Computing
Centre CINES, we integrated 2,501 orbital solutions, Sk, of the com-
plete model over 5Gyr, with the initial semi-major axis of Mercury
differing by 0.38kmm(kg [21,250, 1,250]) from that in the nominal
solution, S0, which was adjusted to the planetary ephemeris
INPOP0617. The results (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Table 1b) are
comparable to those of the relativistic secular equations2, with
Mercury having a high eccentricity in about 1% of solutions.

Among these 2,501 solutions that are compatible with our best
knowledge of the Solar System, in 20 the eccentricity of Mercury
increased beyond 0.9. At the time of writing, 14 of these have not
yet reached 5Gyr and may still be running for a few months, as their
step size is greatly reduced. Solution S2947 reached 5Gyr without
collision, although a close encounter (closest approach, 6,500 km)
occurred betweenMercury and Venus at 4.9 Gyr. In S2915, S2210 and
S33, Mercury collided with the Sun at 4.218, 4.814 and 4.314Gyr,
respectively, whereas in S2812, Mercury collided with Venus at
1.763Gyr. The most notable solution is S2468, in which a close
encounter of Mars with the Earth with a closest approach of only
794 km occurs at 3.3443Gyr (Fig. 2). Such a close approach would be
disastrous for life on the Earth, with a possible tidal disruption of
Mars and subsequent multiple impacts on the Earth18,19, but we also
searched for more direct collisions. We integrated 201 different
versions, S(k){468 (kg [2100, 100]), of S2468, starting at 3.344298Gyr,

eachwith an offset of 0.15kmmin the semi-major axis ofMars.Within
100Myr, five cases lead to the ejection of Mars from the Solar System
(semi-major axis .100 AU) and the remaining 196 solutions end in
collision, with the following distribution: Sun–Mercury, 33; Sun–
Mars, 48; Mercury–Venus, 43; Mercury–Earth, 1; Mercury–Mars, 1;
Venus–Earth, 18; Venus–Mars, 23; Earth–Mars, 29.

The most surprising collision is the one of Venus with the Earth,
which occurs in S({1)

{468 in a five-stage process (Figs 2 and 3). The first
step is the increase in the eccentricity of Mercury, obtained through
perihelion resonance with Jupiter2,3 at 3.137Gyr. This step is essen-
tial, as it allows a transfer of non-circular angular momentum from
the outer planets to the terrestrial planets20. The eccentricity increase
of Venus, the Earth and Mars, is then obtained through secular reso-
nances among the inner planets while the eccentricity of Mercury
decreases between 3.305 and 3.325Gyr. Once Mars and the Earth
acquire large eccentricities, close encounters occur and collisions
become possible, as in S({15)

{468 (Fig. 3c). In S({1)
{468, the collision with

Mars does not occur, but several close encounters (Fig. 3c) lead to the
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Figure 2 | Example of collisional trajectory for Mars and the Earth.
a, Evolution of themaximumeccentricity ofMercury (red),Mars (green) and
the Earth (blue), recorded over 1-Myr intervals for the solution S({15)

{468 .
b, c, Relative variation, dh, of the total energy of the system (b) and total
angular momentum, dc (c), on a logarithmic scale. During the whole
integration, the relative variations of the total energy andangularmomentum
of the system remain below 2.33 1028 and 2.23 1029, respectively.
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Figure 3 | Collisional trajectories for Mars and Venus with the Earth. The
two solutions, S({15)

{468 (black) and S({1)
{468 (colours), are identical until

3.344298Gyr. At this time, an offset of 0.15kmm is applied to the semi-
major axis ofMars in the solution S(k){468 a, b, Eccentricity (a) and semi-major
axis (b) plotted versus time forMercury (red), Venus (pink), the Earth (blue)
and Mars (green). c, Minimum Earth2Mars (green) and Earth2Venus
(pink) distances in astronomical units, recorded over each 1,000-yr time
interval. The horizontal lines are the Mars–Earth (6.53223 1025

AU, green)
and Venus–Earth (8.308273 1025

AU, pink) distances of collision, dmin,
corresponding to the sum of the planets’ radii. For S({15)

{468 , the Earth–Mars
distance reached at 3.344317Gyr is 3.77523 1025

AU, and for S({1)
{468, the

Earth–Venus distance reached at 3.352891Gyr is 3.37913 1025
AU.

d, Relative energy variation.
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Mercury

Earth
Mars

(Laskar & Gastineau `09)
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Michtchenko & Malhotra ’04
Migaszewski & Gozdziewski ’08,’09

a=2.5AU, e=0.24
a=0.8AU, e=0.25

a=0.06AU, e=0.03

Butler & Marcy ‘96Has it really
happened?
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Comparison with Observations

3-day pile-up gradual e-growth (timescale > 106 yrs)

range of stellar 
obliquities 
(R-M)
lack of close 
companions

predict: no TTV for hot Jupiters
more Jupiters beyond a few AU 

Masses lower
than average

   

Also predict that fraction of hot Jupiters increases with stellar 
age ⇒ no hot Jupiter around T Tauri

   

✓  + tidal dissipation

✓ excite both e and i

✓

✓ easier to excite low mass planets

observation explanation
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3-day pile-up

range of stellar 
obliquities 
(R-M)
lack of close
companions

Masses lower
than average

      

✓

✓

✓

✓

secular
chaos

disk 
migration

✗?

✗

✗?

Kozai
migration

✓

✓

✓

✗

planet 
scattering

✗

✓

✓

✗?

Also, cannot 
produce 
frequency of 
hot Jupiters
 (Wu et al.)

Also, initial
conditions are
artificial

observation
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Secular chaos predicts 

M � MJ

�
orbital period

1.9 days

�−10/3
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Simple example of instability: two massive & one 
massless planet (“Jupiter”, “Saturn”, and 
“Mercury”).   Assume coplanar.

(Lithwick & Wu  2011)Theory of Secular Chaos
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1.  Circular Jupiter, no Saturn

⇒ Mercury precesses at const. rate, with const. eccentricity

precession time / orbital time  ∼ M⊙
MJ

a3
J

a3
M

∼ 106
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1.  Circular Jupiter, no Saturn

⇒ Mercury precesses at const. rate, with const. eccentricity

eccentricity peri. angle

Im(z)

Re(z)

z ≡ e · ei�

Im(z)

Re(z)

Im(z)
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2.  Eccentric Jupiter: d

dt
z = i(z − )�J

∼Jupiter’s eccentricity × a_M/a_J

solution: z = Ceit + �J

forcedfree 
(Time in units of the free secular precession freq.)

Re(z)

Im(z)

�J
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3.  Eccentric Precessing Jupiter: d

dt
z = i(z − �J )eiωJ t

Jupiter’s precession
frequency

solution: z = Ceit +
�J

1− ωJ
eiωJ t

ωJ

�J/(1− ωJ)
Im(ze−iωJ t)

Re(ze−iωJ t)
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4. Eccentric Precessing Jupiter & Nonlinear Mercury
d

dt
z = i

�
(1− ) z − �JeiωJ t

�|z|2

2

Linear:
�J = 0.01, ωJ = 0.8

Re(ze−iωJ t)

Im(ze−iωJ t) |z|

< (ze−iωJ t)∠
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4. Eccentric Precessing Jupiter & Nonlinear Mercury
d

dt
z = i

�
(1− ) z − �JeiωJ t

�|z|2

2

Linear:

Nonlinear:

�J = 0.01, ωJ = 0.8

Re(ze−iωJ t)

Re(ze−iωJ t)

Im(ze−iωJ t)

Im(ze−iωJ t)

|z|

|z|

< (ze−iωJ t)

< (ze−iωJ t)

fr
eq

. =
 

1
−

|z
|2

/2 Nonlinear
resonance

1− |z|2/2 � ωJ

∠

∠

(nonlin freq = 
forc. freq.)
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5. Eccentric Precessing Jupiter & Saturn & Nonlinear Mercury
|z|2

2 �SeiωStd

dt
z = i

�
(1− )z − �JeiωJ−

�

 Case 1: nonoverlapping resonances
�S = .001

Saturn only (           )ωS = .9
�J = 0

�J = .001
ωJ = .7Jupiter only (           )�S = 0

�
2(1−ωJ)

∼ �1/2
J (1−ωJ)−1/4

�J/(1−ωJ)

< (ze−iωJ t)∠ ∠(ze−iωSt)

|z||z|

t
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|z|2

2 �SeiωStd

dt
z = i

�
(1− )z − �JeiωJ−

�

Case 1: nonoverlapping resonances
�J = .001
ωJ = .7Jupiter only 
�S = 0

�
2(1−ωJ)

+ =
�S = .001Saturn only         ωS = .9
�J = 0

∠(ze−iωSt)< (ze−iωJ t)∠

|z||z|

|z|

Jupiter & Saturn together
�J = .001
�S = .001
ωJ = .7
ωS = .9

< (ze−iωJ t)∠

(surface of section, 
plotted when 
                      )eit(ωJ−ωS) = 1

t
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|z|2

2 �SeiωStd

dt
z = i

�
(1− )z − �JeiωJ−

�

Case 2: overlapping resonances
Jupiter only + =Saturn only         

∠(ze−iωSt)< (ze−iωJ t)∠

|z||z|

|z|

Jupiter & Saturn together
�J = .001
�S = .001
ωJ = .7
ωS = .9

< (ze−iωJ t)∠

(surface of section, 
plotted when 
                      )eit(ωJ−ωS) = 1

ωJ = .8

t
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Inclination
Mercury perturbed by eccentric Jupiter and inclined Venus:

5
2

|z|2

2
d

dt
z = i[(1− −2|σ|2)z + z∗σ2 − �JeiωJ t]

|σ|2

2
5
2

σ ≡ ieiΩ

Mercury’s
inclination

orientation of inclined orbital plane 
(“longitude of ascending node”)

(some terms omitted)

d

dt
σ = i[(−1 + −2|z|2)σ + σ∗z2 − iJeiωiJ t]v v
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Inclination

e2 e2

Lithwick & Wu
(2011)

i2i2
Simulation Theory

e2

e2 e2

i2

low forcing:

true forcing:
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